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Editorial 

Maria Brett 

eNews Editor 

Following Sally Hunter’s article in March on non-discriminatory practice, I am pleased to publish two Letters to the Editor on 

this subject. Both letters are shorter versions of the original emails that I received, but I think they give a good flavour of the 

discussions stimulated by Sally’s article. The Research Committee will be considering these responses.  Acting Research 

Committee Chair, Elizabeth Day, has contributed a further article which includes PACFA’s Proposed Statement on Therapeutic 

Support for Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, Transgender and Intersex Persons. The Research Committee will be recommending that this 

draft statement is adopted by the PACFA Council in October this year. 

Thank you to Ione Lewis for including her report as usual giving an overview of her activities as PACFA President in recent 

months. Most interesting is Ione’s report on challenges faced by PACFA as the organisation evolves and details of recent 

submissions made to TEQSA (Tertiary Education Quality Standards Authority). 

We also have reports from Belinda Gilbert, Register Committee Chair, and Kim Smythe, the PACFA Operations Manager who sits 

on the new Professional Development Committee. Registrants should note that the registration renewal process for 2013/14 

has now commenced and that this will be the last time you will complete your renewal under the current system, as next year 

we are moving to an audit system for PACFA renewals. Also read about new ethics courses coming later this year, in response 

to the great interest in this subject last year. 

This edition is packed with news, including news of a recent submission PACFA made to the Greens on Improving Mental Health 

Services in Country Australia. There is an estimated funding shortfall of $2.1 billion for mental health services in country 

Australia, resulting in a significant inequality in service delivery and health outcomes for rural Australians.  In our submission, 

PACFA advocates for an increase in funding for mental health services in country Australia and suggests that workforce 

shortages in rural and regional areas can be addressed by making better use of counsellors and psychotherapists.  

We also report on the commencement of the new surrogacy laws in Tasmania, and PACFA’s work to gain recognition of 

counsellors and psychotherapists for the NDIS (DisabilityCare Australia). We are planning a pilot project involving people with 

disabilities and PACFA Registrants in order to firmly establish our role as providers of supports for NDIS participants.  

2014 will see PACFA’s first joint conference in partnership with two of our member associations, Australian Association of 

Relationship Counsellors and the Counselling and Psychotherapy Association of NSW.  Take a note of the dates and put them in 

your diary!  

We are pleased to have another giveaway this month, with Laura Tomei donating 5 free copies of her book, Footprints in the 

Sand, to eNews readers. You’ll need to be quick to secure your free copy. Also read about Fenton Green’s insurance offer which 

represents a great deal on professional indemnity insurance for practitioners.  Finally we are calling for abstracts for the next 

edition of PACFA, the Psychotherapy and Counselling Journal of Australia.  This is a great opportunity to contribute to the 

evidence-base for our profession by sharing your research or clinical expertise with other practitioners. 

Finally, I want to remind readers about the dates of our online mental health course. Only three more courses are scheduled for 

the rest of the year, so book early to avoid disappointment. 

The year is flying by and before we know it, the election will be upon us. This edition of eNews 

features news on PACFA’s lobbying efforts in the lead up to the election, including a report on our 

meeting with the Shadow-Minister for Mental Health and an invitation to readers to get involved by 

lobbying your Members of Parliament.  

Recently I wrote to Treasurer Wayne Swan asking him to reconsider the proposal to put a cap on self-

education expense deductions. This decision was announced in the budget, however, and looks set to 

go ahead. I have therefore written to the Treasurer about this again and readers are also encouraged 

to write to the Treasurer to ask him to reverse this ill-conceived policy decision.  
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From Jo Gore, President of Association of Personal Counsellors 

I have had several discussions with colleagues both within and outside the 

Association of Personal Counsellors (of which I am President) and there are many 

views on non-discriminatory therapy. 

In particular, three colleagues and I got together last year to talk through some of 

the issues. The three others included a Director of a Christian counselling service, a 

coordinator of Christian counselling courses, and an ethicist and theologian. It was 

a helpful process which roamed across the different viewpoints within the 

Christian community. 

LETTERS TO THE 

ED
ITO

R
 

The point we reached at the end of our discussion, which felt preliminary rather than exhaustive, was that prescribing how 

therapists work with gay and lesbian clients wanting to change their sexual orientation was problematic. We agreed that 

respect for all clients, and the issues they present, even a desire to change their sexual orientation, was essential. We 

considered the idea that therapists, while not working to change a client’s sexual orientation, may work with the specific 

aspects of their life that is troubling them which may include their own feelings towards their sexual orientation. An influencing 

factor in our discussion was the empathy we felt for Christian people, and those of other religious belief, who felt that their 

sexual orientation was problematic to their faith and their relationship with God. 

If all people can come to therapy with their issues and expect to have them attended to (perhaps not in the way they had 

anticipated), what is an appropriate course of action for someone who enters the counselling room with the felt need of 

changing their sexual orientation?  

While theories of the 'origins' of homosexuality and lesbianism are varied, it is widely agreed that sexual orientation, whatever 

it may be, is not an illness or disorder. Yet some gay and lesbian people, mostly due to religious beliefs, feel the need to change 

their sexual orientation. How can we refuse to attend to their felt need without refusing to work with them? 

Thank you for inviting input on this discussion. It is a key therapeutic issue legally, ethically and spiritually. 

Regards 

Jo Gore 

Clinical MAPC, PACFA Reg. 21168 
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From Peter Janetzki, Member of Christian Counselling Association of Australia 

[For reasons of space, this letter to the editor has been shortened. Readers interested in reading the full email may request  a 

copy from the Editor] 

I am aware that PACFA must engage in the discussion and develop ethical guidelines concerning counselling practice with clients 

from the GLBTI community. However from the article in the March eNews, it is clear that the Research Committee is taking its 

lead from the American Psychological Association’s position statement, which questions the scientific validity of reparative or 

conversion therapy.  

When the Senate Bill No. 1172 was tabled in California I started to read both sides of the argument of ‘Sexual Orientation 

Change Efforts’.  What is clear to me is that both ends of the argument cite research that indicates that this issue is not as clear 

cut as it seems to be reported. The Journal of Human Sexuality Vol. 3, Dec. 2011 (pages 154 – 171), provides a solid summary of 

the key arguments against the APA position. 

The third document cited in the eNews article (by Hermann and Herlihy (2006)) in itself creates an ethical dilemma for PACFA’s 

Code of Ethics. Even though the agency decision was upheld by the US federal court, the counsellor’s action was consistent with 

PACFA’s code of ethics. Specifically 3.1, 3.2.2, 3.2.3, & 3.3.  Without all the details of how the counsellor went about declining to 

work with this particular client, it can be argued that the counsellor is acknowledging a significant issue that will hinder the 

integrity of the practitioner-client relationships and that the client will be better served by a different therapist. In a secular and 

pluralistic society the right to be self-governing is paramount however in this case it has been couched as discrimination rather 

than a difference in world view. It can be argued that the socio-political agenda of this discussion is not about best practice but 

imposing one worldview onto someone who holds another. If a counsellor were to do this we would deem it unacceptable! 

What concerns me is that as a professional body that prescribes to evidence-based interventions, we need to be cautious about 

getting caught up in what has become more of a socio-political debate rather than the best practice for the client who sits in 

front of us. To side with either end of this debate will result in discriminatory practice.  

I think that we have to be extremely cautious in the discussion of this very important topic as well as being clear about our use 

of terminology. With more than twenty years of counselling experience it is clear that if not all, nearly all people come to 

therapy seeking change in some area or aspect of their life. And the dangerous aspect of this issue is that a socio-political drive 

will now determine what people can and cannot change in their lives.  

As I have engaged in some on-line forums on this topic and those from the ‘strong pro-gay agenda’ often tell me that those who 

perceive their sexual orientation as unwanted need to change their worldview and accept their sexuality.   Wow! Where is the 

right to self-determination and autonomy in this position? Should they not respect those with unwanted sexual issues with the 

same respect that they demand?  

The move by PACFA to make specific language in regards to those with unwanted sexual issues as unethical i.e. ‘sexual struggle', 

'wounding', 'brokenness', 'dysfunction',' recovery', &  'healing',  etc. needs to be carefully considered especially in regards to 

how these guidelines interface with sexual behaviours that fall under the Paraphilic Disorder as defined by DSM IV. I understand 

for the need to avoid 'pathologising' language of those with non-heterosexual orientations. Yet there are a cluster of sexual 

behaviours (Paraphilic Disorder) that are considered pathological according to DSM IV and most of them deemed criminal by 

our legal system. 

I hope that these thoughts contribute to this discussion which on the surface can appear simple but is rather complex. And that 

in the end our clients are better supported in directing their own life, choosing their own experiences, determining  their own 

destiny, and defining themselves as they deem best. 

Regards 

Peter Janetzki 

CCAA (Clan.), PACFA Reg. 21092 
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President’s Report 
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The PACFA Council meeting held in Canberra in March was incredibly effective in raising the profile of PACFA politically, in 

increasing knowledge of member associations about political lobbying and strengthening relationships between PACFA and 

member associations. We received a great deal of positive feedback from delegates congratulating PACFA on the Council 

meeting. I would like to congratulate PACFA’s CEO, Maria Brett, office staff and our lobbyist, Jo Scard, for this great outcome for 

PACFA.  

 

 

 

 

 

The social media impact of reporting on the PACFA council meeting was high. For example, the March 28 Facebook weekly 

report for the PACFA page showed much greater reach than is usually achieved:  

Psychotherapy and Counselling Federation of Australia 

New Likes   Talking About This  Weekly Total Reach 

      27       86 +1,033.3%     808 +1,656.5% 

The challenges faced by PACFA change as the organisation evolves. Three years ago, the challenge facing 

PACFA was to become an effective and functional organisation. This was followed by the challenge of 

restructuring PACFA so that professional practice chairs were not carrying the responsibility of Board 

membership at the same time as running their portfolios. The Professional Practice Committee is now 

functioning cohesively with a strong identity and voice. The current challenge facing PACFA is to maintain 

its momentum and direction with key changes in leadership of committees taking place and changes to 

their activities being initiated by the committees. At the same time, the income of PACFA is trending 

downwards so that efficiency, revenue-raising activities, and effective budgeting are necessary to 

continue the work and achievements of PACFA.  

One of PACFA’s Member Associations, CAPA NSW, publishes a quarterly journal, CAPA Quarterly, and the Editor invited me to 

submit an article on an aspect of ethics for a special issue. I wrote an article on dual and multiple roles which was published in 

May, drawing on PACFA’s reporting of ethical complaints by category of complaint, state and incidence to AHMAC in 2011. I 

compared the PACFA and CAPA NSW Code of Ethics and found the CAPA code to provide more detailed guidance in this area. 

Based on the research reviewed in the article, I recommended that both codes distinguished between sexual and non-sexual 

dual roles, as the harmful impacts of these are quite different.  

In recent months, I have contributed to the strategic work of PACFA by providing input into various PACFA submissions, such as 

our submission to the Greens on Improving Mental Health Services in Country Australia, particularly in terms of research 

findings and statistics on suicide and mental health issues in rural and regional Australia, and our submission to the Department 

of Veterans Affairs’ Consultation on their Draft Mental Health Strategy. 

I also contributed to the two formal NDIS submissions, and received some interesting feedback from counsellors working with 

people with disability. One person thought that counsellors and psychotherapists do not have skills to work with people with 

disability, whereas two other counsellors working in the disability field thought most health professionals, including counsellors 

and psychotherapists, required additional professional development to upgrade their skills and capacity to work effectively with 

people with disability. As we progress our work on the NDIS (now DisabilityCare Australia), PACFA will consider strategies 

needed to ensure Registrants who work with clients with disability under the new scheme are equipped to do so. 
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In March, I wrote a submission, with input from Maria Brett, to TEQSA (Tertiary Education Quality Standards Agency) on their 

Consultation on Information Sharing Guidelines. The submission highlighted PACFA’s successful course accreditation program 

and the expertise of members of EPAC.  

In April, I wrote another submission to TEQSA with concerns about the interim register of discipline experts who have been 

appointed for review of counselling and psychotherapy course accreditation and reaccreditation applications. Less than 50% of 

the “discipline experts” in counselling and psychotherapy met the PACFA Training Standards for course coordinators. The 3 May 

response from TEQSA noted that discipline experts were appointed with more than one area of expertise – which is not a very 

reassuring response for the profession of counselling and psychotherapy.  

I will be attending the Royal Australian and New Zealand College of Psychiatry (RANZCP) launch of Supporting Carers in the 

Mental Health System Position Statement on 28 May, together with PACFA carer representative, Eileen McDonald.  The 

invitation is pleasing as it shows that PACFA is on the radar of other professional associations.  

The next few months will be very busy for PACFA as we move into lobbying mode in the lead up to the 2013 election. PACFA is 

developing a very positive collaborative working relationship with our ARCAP partner, the Australian Counselling Association 

(ACA). Together, we are lobbying government and the opposition for recognition of ARCAP counsellors and psychotherapists to 

deliver primary care counselling services. PACFA Registrants and members of PACFA member associations are encouraged to 

get involved by lobbying your own federal member of parliament using the resources we have developed for members.  

Register Committee Report 

Professor Ione Lewis  

PACFA President 

natpres@pacfa.org.au 

New Intern Category on the Register 

At the recent Council meeting held in Canberra, Council discussed a proposal to introduce a new Intern 

category on the Register, which received some positive feedback. The new registration category will 

encourage new graduates to join a PACFA Member Association and to be listed on the PACFA Register 

while they are completing their 200 client hours linked to 50 hours of supervision. 

The Register Committee will be working on a detailed proposal which will come out for consultation later in 

the year. We are aiming to make a final decision about the new Intern category at the AGM in October. If 

the proposal is approved, the new Register category will open for applications before the end  

of the year. 

Registration renewals 2013/14 

The deadline to renew PACFA Registration is now 31 July each year. The period for which Registrants need to provide 

professional development and supervision documentation is still 1 July to 30 June in the previous 12 month period.  Registrants 

have found it difficult to renew by 30 June when the period they are reporting also ends on 30 June, so the extra month should 

enable Registrants to complete their renewal on time.  

Renewal Forms were distributed on Tuesday 21 May and are also available for download at the PACFA website. 

mailto:natpres@pacfa.org.au
http://www.pacfa.org.au/nationalregister/cid/31/parent/0/t/nationalregister/l/layout
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PACFA Register – New audit system 

PACFA is preparing for the introduction of a new Online Membership Management System which will be shared with 
participating member associations, and will be launched later in the year. The system will enable online renewal of PACFA 
Registration and MA membership (for participating MAs), making it quicker and easier to complete your renewals.  

Under the new system, Registrants will no longer have to submit their professional development, supervision, insurance and 

MA membership documentation each year, but will be asked to keep these documents in a Professional Portfolio, which will be 

audited once every 3 years. We have prepared detailed PACFA Register Audit Guidelines which explain what Registrants are 

required to do in order to keep their renewal documents in good order and ready for audit.   

Please note, all PACFA Registrants will be audited once every three years. Members of PACFA Members Associations that are 

joining the Online Membership Management System will also move to an audit system from 1 July 2013.   

The new audit system does not apply to the current renewal period for which renewals are due on 31 July 2013. Please 

complete your 2013/14 renewal in the usual way as the new system only applies from the next renewal period (2014/15).  

Currently, the following Member Associations have indicated that they intend to, or are likely to join PACFA’s Online 

Membership Management System: 

 Association for Soul-Centred Psychotherapists (ASCP) 

 Association of Personal Counsellors (APC) 

 Australian Association of Relationship Counsellors (AARC) 

 Australian Somatic Psychotherapy Association (ASPA) 

 Australian and New Zealand Association of Psychotherapy (ANZAP) 

 Australian and New Zealand Society of Jungian Analysts (ANZSJA) 

 Association of Solution-Oriented Counsellors and Hypnotherapists of Australia (ASOCHA) 

 Christian Counsellors Association of Australia (CCAA) 

 Counselling  Association of South Australia (CASA) 

 Counsellors and Psychotherapists Association of Victoria (CAPAV) 

 Counselling and Psychotherapy Association of Canberra and Region (CAPACAR) 

 Counsellors and Psychotherapists Association of NSW (CAPA NSW) 

 Psychotherapists and Counsellors Association of WA (PACAWA) 

 Gestalt Australia New Zealand (GANZ) 

 Music and Imagery Association of Australia (MIAA) 

 Professional Counselling Association of Tasmania (PCA TAS) 

 Society Counselling and Psychotherapy Educators (SCAPE) 

 Queensland Counsellors Association (QCA) 

Belinda Gilbert 

Register Committee Chair 

natreg@pacfa.org.au  

http://www.pacfa.org.au/nationalregister/cid/5/parent/0/t/nationalregister/l/layout
mailto:natreg@pacfa.org.au


Professional Development Committee Report 
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PACFA has established a new Professional Development Committee to develop PACFA’s PD activities in 

collaboration with PACFA member associations. 

The first meeting of the PACFA Professional Development Committee took place on 14 May 2013. The 

Committee is being chaired by Rob Salmon from Christian Counsellors Association on behalf of the PACFA 

Board, with support from PACFA’s Operations Manager, Kim Smythe.  The Committee includes 

representation from regional Australia as it is a PACFA strategic priority to address the professional 

development needs of practitioners living outside the main population centres.  We are fortunate to have  

some very experienced education providers on the committee who are already making a valuable contribution.  

The Committee members are: 

Rob Salmon (Chair) - PACFA Board  

Kim Smythe - PACFA Operations Manager 

Nathan Beel - QCA 

Emma Hodges - CAPAV 

Juliana Triml - CAPA NSW 

Carolyn van Dort - MIAA 

The Committee is made up of both PACFA and member association representatives who are committed to improving the range 

and quality of PD activities available.  The Committee is particularly keen to develop professional development that is accessible 

to PACFA Registrants in regional and remote areas.   The Committee is looking at developing effective, evidence based PD 

through both traditional modes and web-based delivery options.  

The Terms of Reference focus on the aims of the Committee which are to: 

1. Provide professional development activities in line with PACFA Register Renewal requirements (currently under review 

and may be amended at the 2013 AGM) 

2. Expand and develop new professional development opportunities for PACFA Registrants and MA members in 

partnership with membership associations 

3. Develop a new Professional Development Plan including short and long term objectives 

4. Develop guidelines for the delivery of training, tendering, remuneration, and evaluation 

5. Approve and oversee the implementation of existing and new professional development initiatives 

6. Convene a separate conference committee to oversee implementation of PACFA conferences in partnership with 

member associations. 

The full Terms of Reference can be downloaded at the PACFA website. 

Due to popular demand we will be running a new round of Ethics Workshops with some on-line ethics training also under 

consideration.   Stay tuned for information on exciting new professional development opportunities. 

Kim Smythe 

PACFA Operations Manager 

kim.smythe@pacfa.org.au  

http://www.pacfa.org.au/aboutus/cid/84/parent/0/t/aboutus/l/layout
mailto:kim.smythe@pacfa.org.au


Feature Article  
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In April, I collaborated with the CEO of the Australian Counselling Association, Philip Armstrong, for a meeting with the 

Opposition Spokesperson on Mental Health, Senator Concetta Fierravanti-Wells.   

This collaboration has developed from the partnership we established for the Australian Register of Counsellors and 

Psychotherapists (ARCAP) which is the single register for our profession. 

We made proposals for counsellors and psychotherapists to be providers of Primary Care Counselling services though the Better 

Access Initiative, which is currently the main program that delivers Primary Care Counselling to the community. 

Throughout June, we will be meeting with the Minister for Mental Health, Mark Butler, and other key parliamentarians to 

present our proposals. 

We have prepared some detailed lobbying materials which cover the following key messages: 

 There is a large body of evidence that counselling and psychotherapy are effective. 

 Counselling and psychotherapy are interdisciplinary activities provided by a range of professionals including psychologists 
and social workers as well as counsellors and psychotherapists. Counselling and psychotherapy are not ‘owned’ by any 
one of these professional groups. 

 There are no valid reasons for government-funded counselling services to be limited to psychologists, social workers and 
occupational therapists. 

 The Better Access Initiative is an unsustainable program that is not meeting consumer needs. The program needs to be 
changed. 

 Counsellors and psychotherapists have been excluded from being providers for the Better Access Initiative but 
counsellors and psychotherapists are part of the solution to Australia’s mental health needs. 

 Primary Care Counselling should provide accessible and affordable mental health services for high prevalence disorders 
such as depression and anxiety. ARCAP counsellors and psychotherapists are qualified to provide these services.  

 We have a different training route from psychologists and social workers. We are trained to degree or post-graduate 
level. Our training focuses on the theory and practice of counselling and psychotherapy. 

 ARCAP representatives are available to meet with Parliamentarians. They can provide information on proposals to 
improve the Better Access Initiative that will:  

 Save approximately $100,000,000  

 Deliver an extra 411,868 counselling sessions  

 Provide more accessible and affordable services  

 Improve outcomes for consumers  

Readers are encouraged to get involved in lobbying your Parliamentarians in the lead up to the September 2013 election. We 

have prepared a members’ version of the lobbying materials which you can use to prepare a letter to your MP or to use at a face

-to-face meeting with your MP (if you can manage to get one). 

You can download the member’s lobbying materials at the PACFA website. 

The more people that get involved in lobbying, the greater will be the potential impact of our efforts for recognition. If you want 

to get involved, please follow the suggestions below. 

Maria Brett 

PACFA CEO 

maria.brett@pacfa.org.au  

Election 2013: It’s time to lobby your Member of Parliament 

http://www.pacfa.org.au/events/cid/58/parent/0/t/events/l/layout
mailto:maria.brett@pacfa.org.au
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PACFA lobbying 2013 - What can you do? 

1. Search for Psychotherapy and Counselling Federation of Australia on Facebook and “Like” the campaign entry on 

PACFA’s Facebook page. 

2. Make a post on your own Facebook page with a link to the PACFA campaign page at the PACFA website: 
www.pacfa.org.au/events/primary_care_counselling_campaign. 

3. Write to your federal Member of Parliament and/or your Senator. Their contact details can be found at 
www.aph.gov.au/Senators_and_Members.  Suggested points you can cover in your letter are detailed at our website: 
www.pacfa.org.au/events/primary_care_counselling_campaign. 

4. Request and appointment with your federal Member of Parliament and/or your Senator. Use the lobbying materials 
prepared for members, which are available for download at our website: www.pacfa.org.au/events/
primary_care_counselling_campaign. 

Image courtesy of Phillip Minnis www.123rf.com 

http://www.pacfa.org.au/events/primary_care_conselling_campaign
http://www.aph.gov.au/Senators_and_Members
http://www.pacfa.org.au/events/primary_care_conselling_campaign
http://www.pacfa.org.au/events/primary_care_conselling_campaign
http://www.pacfa.org.au/events/primary_care_conselling_campaign


PACFA News 

On 13 May, I wrote to Treasurer Wayne Swan about the proposal to cap self-education expenses deductions at $2,000. The 

letter was prompted by a Registrant who wrote to me very concerned about this proposal and the impact it would have on 

counsellors and psychotherapists. 

I asked the Treasurer to reconsider the cap which would have serious consequences for practitioners living away from the main 

metropolitan areas and for those wishing to improve their skills through post-graduate education. It would certainly be to the 

detriment of our profession - and to the consumers and carers that we serve - if practitioners were to undertake less self-

education at the post-graduate level, as an unintended result of the cap. 

I sent a communication out to member associations informing them that the letter had been written, but I cautioned that 

“Given the current budget pressures, it is unlikely that the Treasurer will change the proposal as it is projected to save 

the government $520 million.” 

It appears that my caution was warranted, as budget night (14 May) saw the Treasurer push ahead with the proposal to cap self-

education expenses at $2,000. Some professions (most notably lawyers and doctors) are still campaigning to get the government 

to reverse its decision. If they get any traction, we would also benefit, but given the tight fiscal environment, I am not getting my 

hopes up that the government will retreat from its current position. 

As at 30 May, the Treasurer had not yet responded to my letter and in order to add weight to the ongoing campaign being 

waged by other professions, I have written to the Treasurer again, urging him to reverse this policy decision. Both of my letters 

to the Treasurer are available for download at the PACFA website. 

Readers who feel strongly about this issue are encouraged to write to the Treasurer at ministerial@treasury.gov.au. It would be 

helpful if you could explain what your annual professional development costs are and explain how the quality of the counselling/

psychotherapy services you provide to the community is supported by the ongoing professional development you undertake 

each year. Always include your full name and address to ensure you receive a reply. 

It is disappointing that I have not yet received a response from Wayne Swan and I hope to distribute the Treasurer’s response, if 

and when he gets around to sending it. 

Letters to the Treasurer about reforms to self-education expense deductions 

Maria Brett 

PACFA CEO 
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PACFA launches DisabilityCare pilot 

PACFA has been actively engaged in the process to prepare for the commencement of the National Disability Insurance Scheme 
– now re-branded DisabilityCare Australia (DCA) – through various submissions made to government. 

All of our work to date has pointed to the conclusion that there are no legal barriers to PACFA Registrants participating in the 
scheme as providers of supports to people with disability. 

Through our membership of the Mental Health Council of Australia, we have supported lobbying for early intervention services 

for disability associated with mental illness to be covered by DCA. On 19 April, the government agreed to this in the COAG 

Agreement on the National Disability Insurance Scheme and now recognises that early intervention for people with psychosocial 

disability is not just a clinical issue but that these services can be covered by DCA. 

http://www.pacfa.org.au/news/id/265
mailto:ministerial@treasury.gov.au
http://www.pacfa.org.au/news
http://www.coag.gov.au/disability_care_and_support
http://www.coag.gov.au/disability_care_and_support
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Most recently we have been lobbying the responsible Minister, Jenny Macklin, and Greens’ Senator Rachel Siewart about the 

Draft NDIS Rules as we still have concerns about the drafting of the Rules. It is essential that the government gets the Rules 

right to ensure that participants are able to exercise choice and control accessing disability supports. 

PACFA made posts on the public NDIS Forum (this was the only consultation mechanism offered when the Draft Rules were 

released), which can be viewed at the PACFA website. We have expressed particular concern that practitioners from self-

regulating professions such as counselling and psychotherapy are not covered by the Rules. Registration requirements for self-

regulating professions need to be detailed in the Rules to ensure that only appropriately qualified and registered practitioners 

are able to register with DCA as providers of supports. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

DCA Pilot project 

In the coming months, PACFA plans to run a pilot project, with a view to establishing our role as providers of DCA services. This 

will enable us to provide information and guidance to Registrants who wish to participate as providers.  We will be working with 

people with disability (the disabilities may relate to sensory, cognitive, neurological, physical or psychiatric impairments) who 

are interested in seeking non-clinical counselling for their disability support. PACFA Registrants in the areas where these clients 

are located will then be identified to participate in the pilot with these clients. 

If readers know of any people with disability who are likely to be eligible to participate in the NDIS at one of the launch sites, 

please contact the PACFA CEO, maria.brett@pacfa.org.au. We would be interested in having contact with these people about 

the PACFA DCA pilot project. 

The DCA launch sites commencing in July 2013 are: 

 Hunter area, NSW - Support for people living in the local government areas of Newcastle, Maitland and Lake Macquarie 

 Barwon area, Victoria - Support for people living in the local government areas of Greater Geelong, Colac-Otway, 
Queenscliffe and the Surf Coast 

 South Australia - Support for children aged from birth to five years with significant and permanent disability or who 
would benefit from early intervention 

 Tasmania - support young people aged 15 to 24 years 

PACFA is also starting to build networks with disability service agencies in the launch areas so that as the DisabilityCare scheme 

progresses, we will be identified as an active partner in meeting the support needs of participating consumers. 

 

Image courtesy of John McKenna www.johnmckenna.com.au 

http://www.pacfa.org.au/news
mailto:maria.brett@pacfa.org.au
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Submission on Improving Mental Health Service in Country Australia 

In March, PACFA made a submission to the Greens’ consultation on Improving Mental Health services in Country Australia. The 

submission is available for download at the PACFA website. 

Currently there is stark inequality in services available in country Australia compared with metropolitan areas. There is an 

alarming funding deficit of $2.1 billion each year for mental health services in country Australia which would be needed in order 

to address the funding inequality. 

PACFA welcomes The Greens’ consultation process on Improving Mental Health Services in country Australia as the issue of 

access to mental health services in rural, regional and remote parts of Australia has long been overlooked by government. 

PACFA agrees with The Greens’ position that it is unacceptable that 30% of Australians have poorer mental health outcomes 

than other Australians, and lack access to essential mental health services because of where they live. 

Distance, geographic isolation and insufficient funding are 

central drivers for the lack of mental health services in 

rural, regional and remote areas of Australia, and for the 

inequality in health outcomes in these areas. Distance and 

geographic isolation also underpin three other key issues 

identified by PACFA: workforce shortages, unequal 

distribution of funding, and the level of stigma associated 

with mental illness, which can be particularly high in 

country areas. 

A significant issue in country Australia is the shortage of 

qualified practitioners for the mental health workforce. 

PACFA argues in its submission that counsellors and 

psychotherapists are part of the solution to these 

workforce shortages, and that our approach aligns with 

the whole-of-person approach to mental health and 

wellbeing recommended by The Greens. 

PACFA supports The Greens’ approach to improving mental health services in country Australia and PACFA has provided 

concrete suggestions, supported by evidence, to address gaps in service delivery and to improve mental health outcomes.  

These include: 

 Increasing the capacity of the mental health workforce by including more counsellors and psychotherapists; 

 Improving the targeting and effectiveness of existing programs such as the ATAPS program (Access to Allied 
Psychological Services) and the Better Access Initiative; 

 Developing a rural and regional workforce plan, which should include clinical supervision and debriefing for all health 
and community staff providing services to people at risk of suicide; and 

 Investing in suicide prevention training and counselling skills for all front-line workers. 

We have not yet had the opportunity to meet with the Greens about our submission, but plan to do so as part of our 

forthcoming lobbying activities in Canberra. 

Image courtesy of PhotoNut  www.rgbstock.com 

http://www.pacfa.org.au/news/id/264
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PACFA to present at Review of Private Health Insurance for Natural Therapies 

In December 2012, PACFA made a submission to the Department of Health and Ageing’s Review of the Government’s Private 

Health Insurance Rebate for Natural Therapies.  

The review relates to the question of whether the subsidy paid by the federal government for private health insurance should 

be payable for the “natural therapies” included in Extras policies. By the end of the review process, only those therapies with 

sufficient evidence for their effectiveness will be covered by the government’s private health insurance rebate.  

PACFA made a very strong submission on the effectiveness of psychotherapy and hypnotherapy which were “in scope” for the 

review. We also submitted that counselling should be included in the review, given that we already have some coverage for 

counselling with Medibank Private and given that counselling and psychotherapy are so closely related.  

Recommendations  

PACFA made four key recommendations which are explained in the full submission: 

1. Expand the mental health workforce in country Australia by including counsellors and psychotherapists as key allied 

health professionals to work in government and non-government health services, and to be referred to as private 

practitioners. 

2. Provide clinical supervision and debriefing to all health and community staff providing services to people at risk of 

suicide, to ensure the helpfulness of their response, to minimise the risk of detrimental responses and to assist with 

the emotional burden they are exposed to in their roles as health professionals. 

3. Provide suicide prevention and risk assessment training for all staff working in emergency departments and 

community health services. Such training should include counselling skills. Ideally, this training should be incorporated 

into the formal education courses for all health and community workers. 

4. Include suicide prevention training and counselling skills in training and degree courses for community workers, 

counsellors, social workers, psychologists, psychiatrists, psychotherapists and mental health nurses. 

PACFA has been invited to given a presentation to the DoHA 

Committee responsible for the Review and this presentation will 

take place later in the year.  Our presentation will cover the main 

points in our submission relating to the evidence base for the 

efficacy, cost effectiveness and safety of psychotherapy, 

counselling and hypnotherapy, based on meta reviews of 

outcomes and consumer reports. 

Watch out for news of the review later in the year as the outcomes 

may have a significant impact on the practitioners that are 

recognised by Private Health Funds.  

Image courtesy of Annemarie Ridderhof www.rgbstock.com 
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Proposed Position Statement on Therapeutic Support for Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, 
Transgender and Intersex Persons 

In the March eNews, Dr Sally Hunter wrote about the Research Committee's response to a request for a statement from PACFA 
about the ethical dilemma presented by the practice of reparative, or conversion, therapy.  She introduced a Human Rights 
framework within which to conduct a discussion, and invited responses.  

Conversion or reparative therapies aim to convert the sexuality of a person with same-sex desire, to heterosexual desire. The 
questionable ethics of this practice has been raised within the broader context of a cultural shift in attitude toward same-sex 
relationships.  We know that the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual (DSM) removed 'homosexuality' as a category of mental 
illness as far back as 1973. In America, home of the DSM, that country's Psychiatric Association has a position statement about 
the harmfulness of conversion therapies; and such therapies were banned in California last year on the basis of the evidence of 
their harmfulness and ineffectiveness.   

Research on sexuality as a risk factor in suicide attempts among young people repeatedly demonstrates an elevated risk – up to 
seven times higher – for same-sex attracted young people. The determining factor is not the sexuality per se, but the 
discrimination against and rejection on the basis of same-sexuality. The risk is best mitigated by addressing the discrimination 
that generates it (SPRC, 2008).  

In Australia our laws against discrimination on the basis of inter alia same-sexuality, and current debates on marriage equality in 
Australia – with polls indicating that more Australians support it than don't – indicate that as a federation of counselling and 
psychotherapy agencies we may be at risk by omission if we remain silent on the continuation of a practice that has been 
elsewhere refuted. 

The recent national study of the GLBTI community in Australia (Leonard et al, 2012) found direct negative mental health impacts 
of discrimination on that cohort. It reported that almost 40% of respondents had sought therapy in the past 12 months for 
anxiety, depression, family and relationship concerns. None reported attendance for the purposes of conversion to 
heterosexuality.  Amongst the report’s recommendations was that underlying causes of discrimination be addressed and that 
current pressure on mainstream health and human services to be GLBTI-inclusive (GLBTI MAC, 2009) be supported by 
implementation of guidelines and sensitivity training. 

As therapists we work with what clients bring; but not naively. There may well be clients whose same-sexuality conflicts with 
their sense of religious or cultural sanctions, and who seek relief through therapy from the distress this brings them.  Our code 
of ethics and professional training call on us to support clients to enquire into the source and manifestations of the dilemmas 
they bring to therapy. We take into account psycho-bio-socio-spiritual factors that may inform the issues brought before us, 
along with a capacity to suspend our own assumptions and influences. This includes bringing awareness of the pressures that 
may make a client’s same-sexuality unbearable for them to accept, on their own, because of the intolerance and hostility with 
which it is received by others.  

A reflexive agreement by a therapist to 'convert' a client’s sexuality may be an overriding of the client's deeper need to enquire 
and to accept themselves.  We are bound at least to be open to supporting such an enquiry. Just as it would be unethical for a 
therapist with same-sex attraction to attempt to 'convert' a heterosexual client to same-sexuality, the reverse is also the case.  

You can read more about the ethics of this issue in an article I wrote with Elizabeth Riley on the ethics of conversion in "Ethics: A 
Phenomenological Enquiry", in the recent issue of CAPA Quarterly www.capansw.org.au/capa-quarterly/current-issue. 

Here is the Draft Statement prepared by the Research Committee, guided by a Human Rights framework. The committee  
will commend this statement for adoption by Council at the October AGM.  

http://www.capansw.org.au/capa-quarterly/current-issue
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DRAFT - PACFA Position Statement 
On Therapeutic Support for Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, Transgender and Intersex Persons 

PACFA recognises that gay, lesbian, bisexual, transgender and intersex persons are subject to significant pressures and 
discrimination based on their sexual orientation and/or gender expression and that, in the past, therapies have been 
practiced with the intention of reducing or eliminating same-sex attractions, sexual behaviour and diversity in gender 
expression and identity Furthermore PACFA recognizes that “all humans are born free and equal in dignity and rights” (United 
Nations, 2012). 

Consequently with respect to therapy for gay, lesbian, bisexual, transgender and intersex persons, PACFA affirms the 
following principles: 

 That homosexuality is not a mental disorder (American Psychiatric Association, 1973); 
 That counsellors and psychotherapists do not unfairly discriminate against individuals based on their sexual 

orientation, gender identity or gender expression; 
 That counsellors and psychotherapists respect the right of individuals to hold different values, beliefs, attitudes and 

opinions from their own; 
 That counsellors and psychotherapists promote and respect the rights of gay, lesbian, bisexual, transgender and 

intersex people to privacy, confidentiality, self-determination and autonomy; 
 That counsellors and psychotherapists aim to reduce any bias based on cultural, religious, behavioural or other factors 

that may influence or otherwise impact on their work with gay, lesbian, bisexual, transgender and intersex people; 
 That counsellors and psychotherapists take responsibility for education, training, consultation and supervision to 

ensure their fitness to practice with gay, lesbian, bisexual, transgender and intersex people; 
 That counsellors and psychotherapists firstly recognise therapeutic interventions that aim to reduce or eliminate same 

sex attraction or non-conforming gender identities or expressions are harmful to gay, lesbian, bisexual, transgender 
and intersex people and secondly do not use such therapeutic interventions; 

 That counsellors and psychotherapists commit to reducing the stigma and discrimination that has historically been 
associated with homosexual or bisexual orientations and diversity in sex or gender formation; and 

 That counsellors and psychotherapists support the dissemination of accurate information about sexual orientations 
and gender expressions and identities, and apply appropriate therapeutic interventions in order to counteract 
damaging myths and ignorance about sexual orientation and gender expression. 

PACFA challenges the validity, efficacy and ethics of any clinical attempt to change an individual’s sexual orientation such as 
‘reparative therapy’ or ‘conversion therapy’ and any approach to therapy that pathologises homosexuality or discriminates 
on the basis of sexual orientation. PACFA thereby stands with other professional associations who oppose reparative 
therapies, such as the APS (2000). 
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Call for articles – PACJA 

PACFA is calling for articles for the second edition of The Psychotherapy and Counselling Journal of Australia (PACJA), PACFA’s 

official e-Journal. PACJA’s aim is to publish articles that contribute to the evidence base of psychotherapy and counselling in the 

form of theoretical essays, experiential reports, and empirical studies featuring quantitative, qualitative, or mixed-method 

approaches.  

PACJA encourages practitioners, researchers, students and educators (even if you have never published before) to submit 

articles for publication. The process is intended to be a supportive in order to mentor aspiring authors to contribute to the 

dissemination of knowledge in the counselling and psychotherapy field. 

Editorial Policy: 
 

 All PACJA manuscripts (10,000 words maximum inclusive of references) and an abstract not exceeding 150 words are 
to be submitted electronically to the Editor, Petra Bueskens at editor@pacja.org.au 

 Manuscripts must be formatted as a Word document or similar (Microsoft or Macintosh compatible). 

 Authors should include a separate page with manuscript title, name(s) of author (s), and contact information (postal 

and email addresses, phone, fax). Author identification should not appear on the manuscript itself. 

 Upon submission, the manuscript should be completed with references and tables and figures (if any), and follow APA 

style (6th edition). 

 As the PACJA is peer-reviewed, authors must be prepared to address comments and make required changes to their 

manuscripts. 

 Prior to publication, the author or authors will be required to sign the Grant of an Exclusive Licence to the publisher of 
PACJA, the Psychotherapy and Counselling Federation of Australia Inc. in accordance with PACJA’s Copyright Policy. 

 Once the article is accepted for publication, the author (or first author if the article is a co-authored submission) will 

be notified of an approximate publication date, whereupon it will be understood that permission to print is granted 

(unless the author and/or co-authors withdraw). Upon publication PACFA holds copyright of the article.  

mailto:petra@ppmdtherapy.com
http://pacja.org.au/?page_id=182
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PACFA joint conference in 2014 with AARC and CAPA NSW 

PACFA is pleased to announce that our next conference will be a joint conference with two of our Member Associations, the 

Australian Association of Relationship Counsellors (AARC) and the Counselling and Psychotherapy Association of NSW (CAPA 

NSW). 

The conference will take place in Sydney from 30 May to 1 June, 2014.  Put these dates in your diary now as the conference is  

likely to be the biggest and best PACFA conference yet! 

The Call for Abstracts for the Conference will come out soon, so potential presenters could start thinking now about possible 

presentations.  The Conference theme, which is still being developed, will relate to the idea of connectedness. 

Surrogacy laws commence in Tasmania 

The Tasmanian Surrogacy Act 2012 has now commenced.  This Act makes altruistic surrogacy in Tasmania legal.  Where such an 

altruistic surrogacy arrangement is to be entered, it is a requirement that the parties receive counselling from a counsellor  

accredited under the Act, both before the arrangement is entered into and after the birth of the child.   

PACFA Registrants based in Tasmania are eligible to apply for accreditation as a Surrogacy Counsellor.  Registrants who are 
interested in applying to be accredited as a Surrogacy Counsellor can request the application form by emailing 
legislation.development@justice.tas.gov.au.   

Some Registrants in Tasmania have already been approved as Accredited Surrogacy Counsellors and they report that the 

application process is quick and simple. 

Members practising in Tasmania who are not yet on the PACFA Register are encouraged to think seriously about listing on the 

Register in order to be eligible to take up this new opportunity. 

“Footprints in the Sand” – Promotional Book Offer 

Laura Tomei has donated 5 copies of her book, Footprints in the Sand, to readers of eNews. Footprints in the Sand is Laura’s  

moving account of the loss of her 18-year-old son, Alex, to suicide. 

From Laura Tomei’s website: 

The sudden suicide of her only child Alexander catapulted Laura Tomei into a surreal world of impossible despair ... 

Footprints in the Sand is a raw and personal journey affording the reader a first-hand insight into the roller-coaster 

ride of grief. From the most candid heart wrenching descriptions of anguish, the processing and surrendering to 

what cannot be reversed, and finally the comfort of precious spiritual insights, Laura has crafted a book imbued with 

a deep, aching sadness for the son who is not there. And yet, he is. For Laura sees him in the house, in the garden, on 

the stairwell. She sees her son in the morning light and the afternoon sun. His presence is seen, felt and encouraged. 

She photographs, writes and paints her son back into being. The book is a beautiful tribute to Alex. It may break your 

heart, but will deepen your understanding of grief and offers hope to those who grieve the loss of a loved one. 

The first 5 readers who email enews@pacfa.org.au by 5pm pm Monday 3 June will receive a free copy of Footprints in the 

Sand. 

mailto:legislation.development@justice.tas.gov.au
mailto:enews@pacfa.org.au
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PACFA Facebook Page Guidelines 

Readers are reminded that PACFA has developed Guidelines for users of the PACFA Facebook page. To view the Guidelines, see 

the PACFA website. 

Guidelines for posts 

a) Be respectful to others, e.g. never post content that is aggressive, offensive or defamatory 

b) Always take responsibility for your comments 

c) Be honest and genuine, i.e. don’t make statements that are incorrect  

d) Protect sensitive or confidential information, e.g. do not copy and paste letters from PACFA staff or office bearers; do not 

discuss PACFA related grievances or appeals 

e) Respect copyright and intellectual property. 

2013 dates for PACFA Mental Health course 

Bookings have opened for the next round of online Mental Health Training Courses run by PACFA in conjunction with the 

University of Canberra. 

We are now accepting enrolments for courses on the following dates:  

 24 June - 6 July (only a few places remaining) 

 19 August 1 September 

 14 October – 27 October  

The course covers four modules on key topics of relevance to mental health practice: 

Module 1: Mental Health and Illness  

Module 2: Mental Health Assessment 

Module 3: Mental Health Interventions 

Module 4: Consumer Centred Models of Care, and Ethical Questions 

THE PACFA Facebook page is moderated 

and PACFA reserves the right to remove 

any content that is deemed inappropriate. 

Any commercial postings made by any 

person or company will be removed 

without notification.  

Readers are encouraged to “like” us on 

Facebook. To find us on Facebook, search 

for Psychotherapy and Counselling 

Federation of Australia. 

http://www.pacfa.org.au/resources/cid/61/parent/0/t/resources/l/layout
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Psychotherapy-and-Counselling-Federation-of-Australia/146481055395077
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Psychotherapy-and-Counselling-Federation-of-Australia/146481055395077
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Fenton Green insurance offer 

 CAPACAR - Psychotherapy and Counselling Association Canberra and Region 

 AARC - Australian Association of Relationship Counsellors 

 PACAWA – Psychotherapy and Counselling Association of Western Australia 

Fenton Green currently arranges insurance for over 700 member practitioners. Members enjoy the following policy coverage: 

 Automatic $10,000,000 public liability  

 Nil excess payable in the event of a claim 

 Assistance to resolve client disputes 

 Legal support when faced with an inquiry or investigation into your professional conduct 

 Financial loss resulting from breach of privacy or confidentiality claims 

 Financial loss resulting from a breach of your professional duty as a counsellor or psychotherapist 

 The policy can be extended to cover other allied health modalities  

 Access to free cover following retirement / close of business 

You can obtain a quote by calling the Fenton Green service team on 03 8625 3333 or visiting www.fgonline.com.au/rh.  

Fenton Green offers PACFA Registrants and members of 

PACFA Member Associations a combined professional 

indemnity and public liability policy at attractive rates.  

See Fenton Green’s Advertisement in this edition of 

eNews. 

For members of participating PACFA Member 

Associations, Fenton Green is now offering to pay an 

incentive of $20 to your member association every time 

you purchase a new policy or renew your policy with 

Fenton Green. 

So far, the following member associations have signed 

on to the Fenton Green offer, and more are expected to 

join the scheme: 
Image courtesy of Fenton Green 

Participants complete the course at their own pace over a two week period using the Moodle e-learning system. Teaching 

and learning approaches include audio-visuals, case studies, recorded lectures, online communication threads and facilitated 

discussions.   

Participants are issued with a certificate of completion for 8 hours of PD, which can be used towards PACFA’s professional 

development requirements.  

Enrolments are now open to all practitioners, not just PACFA Registrants. The course costs $220 including GST for members of 

PACFA Member Associations or $330 for non-members.  

To book a place, please ring PACFA on (03) 9486 3933 or email luisa.moreno@pacfa.org.au 

http://www.fgonline.com.au/rh


Footprints in the Sand 

The sudden suicide of her only child Alexander catapulted Laura Tomei into a surreal world of 

impossible despair ... Footprints in the Sand is a raw and personal journey affording the reader a first 

hand insight into the roller-coaster ride of grief. From the most candid heart wrenching descriptions of 

anguish, the processing and surrendering to what cannot be reversed, and finally the comfort of 

precious spiritual insights, Laura has crafted a book imbued with a deep, aching sadness for the son 

who is not there. And yet, he is. For Laura sees him in the house, in the garden, on the stairwell. She 

sees her son in the morning light and the afternoon sun. His presence is seen, felt and encouraged. She 

photographs, writes and paints her son back into being. The book is a beautiful tribute to Alex. It may 

break your heart, but will deepen your understanding of grief and offers hope to those who grieve the 

loss of  a loved one.  

The book is available for purchase 

from www.lauratomei.com 

Author Laura Tomei has five copies of the 

book to give to readers of PACFA eNews.  

The first 5 people who 

email enews@pacfa.org.au by 5pm Monday 3 

June will receive a copy. 

http://www.lauratomei.com
mailto:enews@pacfa.org.au


eNews Advertising Policy 

Advertisers are reminded that our Advertising Guidelines require payment at the time of booking advertisements. This hasn’t been 

strictly enforced in the past but this has led to more work when invoices are not paid on time. Please forward payment with your 

Booking Form and a receipt will be issued promptly. 

 Professional Development  
 June/July/August 2013 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Bookings/details: E qca@qca.asn.au   W www.qca.asn.au    
                                 P 0411 468 369 

 Friday 7th June 5-7pm Existential Based Therapy – Pamela Ray 

 Friday 5th July  5-7pm Skills for counselling clients with   diverse 
sexual orientation – David Wells 

 Saturday 20th July 9am-1pm Gestalt Art Therapy – An experiential 
workshop – Jennifer O’Neill (to be held at Maroochydore) 

 Friday 2nd August 5-7pm Making the Most of Supervision – Jean 
Tulloch 

 

             Australian Association of Buddhist Counsellors  

             and Psychotherapists  

 

AABCAP SEMINAR  

with Venerable Sujato & Barbara  

When:   9.30am to 12.30pm Saturday 15Th June 2013  

               Registration between 8:30 and 9.15  

Venue:  Mary MacKillop Place, 7-11 Mount Street, North Sydney NSW 2060  

Contact: AABCAP Seminar Coordinator Nicholas Tabley:            
                 nicholastabley@gmail.com  

RSVP Essential: Limited places, please book early! 

            info@buddhismandpsychotherapy.org  

Website: www.buddhismandpsychotherapy.org/events 

Classifieds and Professional Development 
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http://www.michaellynchfamilylawyers.com.au/
http://www.microsalenz.com/counselpro_support/
http://www.microsalenz.com/counselpro-schools-support/
http://www.cep.net.au/
mailto:admin@cep.net.au
mailto:qca@qca.asn.au
http://www.qca.asn.au
http://www.cep.net.au/supervision.html
mailto:idt@pl.net
http://www.interactivedrawingtherapy.com/
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    SUPERVISION TRAINING              
           with Lauren Sokolski 
 
    Develop & Hone your Supervision Skills 

This interactive course will assist you to build and 
strengthen core supervision skills enabling you to 
offer structured and ethical supervision. 

Suitable for health professionals, counsellors, 
social workers, psychologists and others with no 
supervisory experience or supervisors wanting 
more knowledge and experience. 
 

Date:  July 22-23, 2013     Time: 9.30 – 4.30 
For further information and to register, contact: 

Lauren Sokolski M: 0423 932 200 
E: lauren@laurensokolski.com.au 

www.laurensokolski.com.au 

 

    

 
 

 
Australian Dance Movement Therapy Research Grants 2013 

The Hanny Exiner Memorial Foundation is now inviting applications for 

grants from persons in Australia intending to or currently conducting 

projects that could advance the field of Dance Movement Therapy.  

The closing date for applications is Sunday 28th July 2013. 

For more information about the grant criteria and to download the 

application form go to the HEMF page of the DTAA’s website. 

www.dtaa.org.au. 

H a n n y  E x i n e r  M e m o r i a l  

F o u n d a t i o n  R e s e a r c h  i n  

D a n c e  M o v e m e n t  T h e r a p y  

 

 

 

 

DTAA Events 

 

Body as Voice: Restorative Movement Psychotherapy. Trauma and 

Resiliency Training Series with International presenter - Amber Gray 

 

Four day workshop 9.30 – 5 pm daily. 

Saturday 29 and Sunday 30 June. Monday 1 and Tuesday 2 July 2013 

 

Bookings www.trybooking.com/CNTL  

http://www.buddhismandpsychotherapy.org/
mailto:qld@buddhismandpsychotherapy.org
mailto:lauren@laurensokolski.com.au
http://www.laurensokolski.com.au
http://www.dtaa.org.au
http://www.trybooking.com/CNTL
http://www.mlfl.com.au/
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 Professional Indemnity and Public Liability Insurance  

Fenton Green & co, in partnership with the Psychotherapy & Counselling Federation of Australia has  
arranged a Professional Indemnity and Public & Products Liability insurance policy for members.  

Members enjoy the following policy coverage:  

  Cover for claims arising from financial loss resulting from breach of  

    professional duty as a  counsellor or psychotherapist  

  Automatic $10,000,000 Public Liability extension  

  Nil excess payable in the event of a claim  

  Legal support when faced with an inquiry or investigation into your  

    professional conduct  

  Cover for claims arising from breach of privacy or confidentiality claims   

  The policy can be extended to cover other allied health  

  Access to free cover following retirement or close of business for qualifying insured members  

We are pleased to have the Psychotherapy & Counselling Federation of Australia endorsing Fenton Green & co 

as their preferred provider of this insurance product. Fenton Green is a proud business partner of PACFA  

 Visit  www.fentongreen.com.au or call us on 1800 642 747  



PACFA eNews is the electronic newsletter from the Psychotherapy and Counselling Federation of Australia 

that is published bi - monthly and also available on the PACFA website. 

Schedule of Issue 2013 

January: Submissions received by 15th January for publication end of January 

March: Submissions received by 15th March for publication end of March 

May: Submissions received by 15th May for publication end of May 

July: Submissions received by 15th July for publication end of July 

September: Submissions received by 15th September for publication end of September 

November: Submissions received by 15th November for publication end of November 

 

Bookings and Payment 

Please provide your advertisement and booking form before the submission date. All prices include GST and 

payment is required at the time of booking advertisements. Please forward payment with your Booking 

Form. 

Rates 

UNIT    SIZE (width x height)  PRICE 

Full page   20cm x 27cm   $530 (Includes GST of $48.18) 

½ page (horizontal)  20cm x 13.5cm   $330 (Includes GST of $30.00) 

½ page (vertical)  10cm x 27cm   $330 (Includes GST of $30.00) 

¼ page   10cm x 13.5cm   $150 (Includes GST of $13.64) 

1/8 page   5cm x 6.75cm   $110 (Includes GST of $10) 

Line items   Up to three rows  $55 (Includes GST of $5) 

 

Special Offer 

o Book your advertisement for 2 consecutive editions of the PACFA eNews and receive a 15% discount off the total cost. 

o Book your advertisement for 3 consecutive editions of the PACFA eNews and receive a 20% discount off the total cost. 

o Book your advertisement for 4 consecutive editions of the PACFA eNews and receive a 25% discount off the total cost. 

o MA’s receive an additional 5% discount on these special rates 

 

Special Offer for PACFA Member Associations 

o All PACFA Member Associations may include details of forthcoming conferences and professional development 

opportunities in the PACFA eNews. There is no cost to Member Associations for these line ads. 

o Member Associations are entitled to a 5% discount on the advertised rates. 

All advertising - both free and paid advertising – must be sent to enews@pacfa.org.au within the timeframe specified 

Artwork 

Artwork is to be sent to the PACFA office as an email attachment. Preferred document types: jpeg or pdf. For full 

Advertising Guidelines please see the PACFA website or email enews@pacfa.org.au 

 

Submission of News and Articles 

We welcome your feedback and input in the form of news, views, poetry, letters, articles etc. Please forward these to 

Julia Bilecki at enews@pacfa.org.au  

PACFA eNews Advertising Guidelines 
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http://www.pacfa.org.au/enews/cid/171/parent/1/pid/171/t/enews/title/enews
http://www.pacfa.org.au/enews/cid/151/parent/1/pid/171/t/enews/title/advertising-guidelines

